Sherman Oaks Friends of the Library
Sherman Oaks Public Library
STEM Makerspace Cart Program Overview
Our vision is to spark a love for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) in
Sherman Oaks students by providing free access to makerspaces. We hope to inspire students
to engage in, seek out, and continue STEM learning.
Makerspaces come in all shapes and sizes, but they all serve as a gathering point for exploring
and learning. A Makerspace Cart is a community destination where students – sometimes
alongside staff, parents, and mentors – can create, problem solve, and develop skills, talents,
thinking and mental rigor. They are most often equipped with raw building materials and
components, and tools which fit the complexity of those materials.
The Sherman Oaks Friends of the Library (SOFOL), in partnership with the Sherman Oaks Martin
Pollard Public Library (SOPL), is planning a pilot program at the SOPL that will offer a free and
accessible beginner Makerspace Cart for the Sherman Oaks community. This idea was initiated
by two local high school students, Jiyen Northan and Hayden Ranshaw. The Makerspace Cart
will be a “mobile” cart that is equipped with tools and materials required to teach upperelementary and middle school students and can be easily moved to different locations within
the SOPL.

The Selected Makerspace Cart
The Makerspace Cart will be able to be rolled anywhere in the Branch where space is available
to conduct a session. For the most part, sessions will be held in the Branch Community Room as
it is the most space-appropriate room and is separate from the rest of the library, thus mitigating
disturbances to other library patrons. And, weather permitting, this mobile cart gives added
flexibility for classes to be conducted outside, if desired.
The Makerspace Cart will also be easy to secure. Its mobility allows for it to be secured in a
room with no public access and then rolled out when needed for a session. It is also small
enough that a locking cover can be used for times when the cart needs to be housed in a public
access area.
The identified Makerspace Cart includes STEM tools, resources, materials, and lesson plans that
can be used for a variety of STEM oriented activities that are appropriate for the elementary
and middle school students. The cart itself is about four feet tall, four feet long and two feet
wide. The cost of the proposed cart is $1478.25 and with shipping and delivery will cost
approximately $1,600.00. We are also requesting an additional $500.00 for the purchase of
materials, supplies, and equipment that will be consumed during the lessons. The total
requested grant is $2,100.00.

The SOFOL will be funding the purchase of consumable materials once the pilot program is up
and running.

High School Volunteers
While the materials and projects in the space cater to middle and elementary school students,
Vulcan initiative emphasizes the need to actively engage high school students as volunteer
teachers for the program’s content and projects. It is our desire for this program to be a
rewarding, practical, and constructive activity for which the high school students will volunteer.
We hope this will result in a sustainable and lively program for years to come.
Our high school student volunteers will not only be improving and reinforcing their own STEM
skills, but they will also develop teaching skills and be introduced to mentorship opportunities.
These student volunteers will learn how to work with people with whom they have no prior
relationship, demonstrating patience with those in need of guidance and support, and helping
younger students figure out the best path forward, all the while clarifying and embedding those
same STEM lessons within themselves. The experience learning these ‘soft skills’ will be an
attractive way to acquire community service credit.

Library Staff
In addition to the high school volunteers discussed above, youth service librarians will be trained
in teaching the program’s content and how to guide the students through project completion.
These youth services librarians will also be responsible for recruiting new teen volunteers as the
need arises and for supervising and managing the young makers and the student volunteers.

Training of Teaching Staff
In the initial implementation of our program, Youth Services Librarians will be trained by the
Sherman Oaks branch Young Adult Librarian and lead high school volunteers – currently Hayden
Ranshaw and Jiyen Northan, local high school students, are working with SOPL to identify
volunteers.
The high school volunteers will undergo approximately four hours of training over a two-week
period. Their training will be provided by our trained Youth Services Librarians who will prepare
them to manage Makerspace Cart procedures and student needs, and to keep time and
measurement records. While recruiting more volunteers will give the program and individual
volunteers flexibility, at first, volunteers will need to make a weekly commitment of two hours
over two sessions.

Projects and Curriculum
The Makerspace Cart includes 29 projects for students ranging from fourth grade into High

School physics. The projects will be selected based on community interest or age turnout at the
time of instruction. The program seeks to build upon the lessons to expose and educate the
students to more and more advanced projects and make use of the High School project
curriculum.
These fun yet instructive lesson plans help to bridge the theoretical with real life applications.
Adding to that, the student volunteers and Youth Services librarians will help to cultivate an
encouraging and accepting learning environment where students from all backgrounds can
express their creativity and learn that failure through experimentation is okay, as it takes you
one step closer to a solution.
While thinking through their designs, students hone their projects through multiple iterations
until they have produced a viable solution to the challenge presented to them in the lesson plan.
Throughout their problem-solving efforts, they are defining problems, empathizing with those
facing or addressing those or similar issues and developing prototypes of possible solutions.
Through the process of trying to make something, students see the value in their work and
begin using their creative skills outside of the Makerspace to effect change in the real
world.

